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What are we doing? 
 
The purpose of the coming sessions is to introduce the study of New Testament Greek at a very 
basic level. The aim is to bridge the gap or ease the transition for the student who may be 
entering into theological college where the study of New Testament Greek will be expected (and 
rightly so!) 
 
Humbly and hopefully our study will help us understand our text as the living and active Word of 
God which pierces our heart and divides our soul (Heb 4:12) and ultimately transforms us to be 
the person who our Lord and Saviour wants us to be. 
 
Finally our academic exercise will hopefully equip us to be better servants of the Word so that we 
will be able to handle the text of the Bible faithfully, correctly and carefully when we teach it to 
others. 
 
 

Introduction to New Testament Greek 
 
Ponder for a moment the significance of this fact.  
 
God chose to communicate his (New Testament) Word in the language of Greek – to be specific 
‘Koine’ or ‘common’ greek, the language of Rome both of the common people and the cultured, 
the language of commerce and history (at the time). 
 
God chose to speak in a language that people could easily understand. It is this language which 
we turn our attention to in the coming weeks.  
 
 
The Greek Alphabet 
 
A good starting point is to learn the letters and sounds. Greek almost always follows the phonetic 
value of its letters. 
 

Name Upper 
Case 

Lower 
Case 

English Sound 

Alpha A a a father 

Beta B b b book 

Gamma G g g get 

Delta D d d dig 

Epsilon E e e met, ellery 

Zeta Z z z zoo 

Eta H h eˆ andy 

Theta Q q th thin 

Iota I i   i hit 

Kappa K k k kate 

Lambda L l l leg 
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Mu M m m mat 

Nu N n n nut 

Xi C c x fox 

Omicrom O o o not 

Pi P p p pit 

Rho R r r rosey 

Sigma S s   j s house 

Tau T t t tip 

Upsilon U u u book 

Phi F f ph phone or foot 

Chi X x ch loch or chemist 

Psi Y y ps lips 

Omega W w oˆ tone 

 
 
Things to notice: 

• Sigma has two forms. It is written ‘j ‘  when at the end of a word (called the ‘final sigma’) 

and  ‘s ‘ in all other positions. (e.g. apostoloj, ‘apostle’). 

• Epsilon and Eta are both ‘e’ in the English language – one short and the other long 

• Omicrom and Omega and both ‘o’ in the English language – one short and the other long. 
 

• The Greek upper case letters are the oldest form of Greek letters and the form that most 
New Testament manuscripts are recorded in. Our modern Greek bibles use lower case 
letters and only resort to upper case letters to begin proper nouns, paragraphs and direct 
speech (where English uses quotation marks). Lower case letters therefore are of greater 
importance and should be mastered first. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exercise 
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Copy out the lower case greek alphabet  three times pronouncing the letter as you go. 
 

Lower 
Case 

Lower 
Case 

Lower 
Case 

Name Lower 
Case 

(with the 3 
left columns 
covered up) 

English Sound 

a   Alpha  A father 

b   Beta  B book 

g   Gamma  G get 

d   Delta  D dig 

e   Epsilon  e met, ellery 

z   Zeta  z zoo 

h   Eta  eˆ andy 

q   Theta  th thin 

i   Iota    i hit 

k   Kappa  k kate 

l   Lambda  l leg 

m   Mu  m mat 

n   Nu  n nut 

c   Xi  x fox 

o   Omicrom  o not 

p   Pi  p pit 

r   Rho  r rosey 

s , j   Sigma  s house 

t   Tau  t tip 

u   Upsilon  u book 

f   Phi  Ph phone or foot 

x   Chi  ch loch or 
chemist 

y   Psi  ps lips 

w   Omega  oˆ tone 
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Greek Vowels 
 
As in English greek letters may be divided into vowels and consonants.  

• Greek has seven vowels a, e,i, o, u, h ,w   (shaded above)  

• e, o are always short. 

• h, w are always long. 

 
Sometimes two different vowels sounds are combined in one syllable. This combination is called 
a diphthong (‘having two sounds’). There are seven. 
 

Greek Sound English 

ai aisle ai 

ei eight ei 

oi oil oi 

ui quit whi  

au sauerkraut ou 

eu eulogy eu 

ou route ou 

 
 

There are some occasions when the two vowels are meant  to be pronounced as two distinct 

sounds (rather than a diphthong). In those cases a diaeresis ( ΅ ) is placed over the sound vowel 

(e.g. VHsaiiii<a| ‘Isaiah’) 

 
 
 

And then just to make matters a little more confusing, in some instances the long vowels (a, h, w) 

are combined with an i which is written beneath the vowel (a| ,  h/| , w/| ) and is called an iota-

subscript. The i is not pronounced (so is often called an improper diphthong). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Breathings 
 
Every Greek word beginning with a vowel or Rho (‘r’) or a diphthong has a symbol over it called a 

breathing mark. 
 

• The rough breathing mark (‘) indicates that the word is pronounced with an initial ‘h’ 

sound. (e.g. e`n  = hen ‘one’) 

• The smooth breathing mark (’) indicates that the word lacks the initial ‘h’ sound. (e.g. evn 
= en ‘in’). Not pronounced. 

• In the case of a diphthong the breathing mark is placed over the second vowel. (e.g. ui`o,j 
‘son’) 

• When the initial vowel is a capital letter the breathing mark is placed to the left of the 
letter. (e.g. VIhsou/j ‘Jesus’) 
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Punctuation 
 
Punctuation marks were not used in ancient Greek yet they are found in all printed editions of the 
Greek New Testament today. Slightly different to the English. 
 

Punctuation English Greek e.g. 

Comma , , tw/| VHsai<a|Ã 

Full Stop . . tw/| VHsai<aÅ 

Semi-Colon ; \ tw/| VHsai<a\ 

Question ? È tw/| VHsai<aÈ 

 
Other  
 

• The apostrophe ( ’ ) is used at the end of a word to indicate that the final vowel has 

dropped off when the following word begins with a vowel. (e.g. diVVVV auvtou/ ‘through him’). 

This is called an elision (to ‘leave out’). 
 

• The apostrophe ( ’ ) can also be used to indicate the combination of two words with the 

loss of letters in between. (e.g. kavgw.   which is kai. evgw, and means ‘and I’). This 

‘merging’ is known as a crasis. 

 
• Accents – there are three other types of markings which appear in the Greek text but for 

our purposes are less significant. They are: 

� grave  (    ..) 

� acute (   , ) 

� circumflex ( ˆ )  
 

Accents serve to indicate which syllable in the word to stress in pronunciation (and 
very occasionally help distinguish between identical words), but generally it is possible 
to read New Testament Greek without knowing anymore about accents. We will not 
consider them further. 

 
 
 
 
 
Exercises 
 

1. With a highlighter read through the following passage from Mark 1:1-8 and highlight the 
following punctuation: 

 

• A diaeresis (   >) 

• An iota-subscript. 

• A rough breathing mark ( ‘ ) 
• A smooth breathing mark ( ’ ) 
• A proper name – where the breathing mark has been placed before the first letter. 

• A semi-colon ( \ ) 

• An elision ( ’ ) 
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Mark 1:1 VArch. tou/ euvaggeli,ou VIhsou/ Cristou/ Îui`ou/ qeou/ÐÅ 2  Kaqw.j ge,graptai evn tw/| 

VHsai<a| tw/| profh,th|( VIdou. avposte,llw to.n a;ggelo,n mou pro. prosw,pou sou( o]j 

kataskeua,sei th.n o`do,n sou\ 3  fwnh. bow/ntoj evn th/| evrh,mw|( ~Etoima,sate th.n òdo.n 

kuri,ou( euvqei,aj poiei/te ta.j tri,bouj auvtou/( 4  evge,neto VIwa,nnhj Îo`Ð bapti,zwn evn th/| 

evrh,mw| kai. khru,sswn ba,ptisma metanoi,aj eivj a;fesin a`martiw/nÅ 5  kai. evxeporeu,eto pro.j 

auvto.n pa/sa h` VIoudai,a cw,ra kai. oi` ~Ierosolumi/tai pa,ntej( kai. evbapti,zonto ùpV auvtou/ 

evn tw/| VIorda,nh| potamw/| evxomologou,menoi ta.j a`marti,aj auvtw/nÅ 6  kai. h=n o` VIwa,nnhj 

evndedume,noj tri,caj kamh,lou kai. zw,nhn dermati,nhn peri. th.n ovsfu.n auvtou/ kai. evsqi,wn 

avkri,daj kai. me,li a;grionÅ 7  kai. evkh,russen le,gwn( :Ercetai ò ivscuro,tero,j mou ovpi,sw 

mou( ou- ouvk eivmi. i`kano.j ku,yaj lu/sai to.n i`ma,nta tw/n ùpodhma,twn auvtou/Å 8  evgw. 

evba,ptisa ùma/j u[dati( auvto.j de. bapti,sei ùma/j evn pneu,mati àgi,w|Å 

 
 

2. Practice reading aloud Mark 1:1-8 pronouncing each sound carefully.  Maybe to a 
partner. 

 
For next week: 

 
1. Learn the lower case Greek alphabet – practice writing it out. 
2. Practice making the sounds 
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Note to leader: This session requires a whiteboard and a selection of highlighters. 


